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hardly defensible at all; but he occupied a central
position from which he might, by rapidity of movement,
Advantages ^e a^e to ta^e n*s assailants in detail, unless
<m her side, their plans were distinguished by a harmony
unusual in the efforts of a coalition. His country was
poor, but so far was it from being burdened with debt
that treasure to the amount of 2,75o,ooo/. had been
amassed during the peace. If his troops were few in
numbers compared with the hosts of the enemy, they
were in quality inferior to none in Europe, and they were
commanded by the first general of the age. Nor was it a
slight advantage for Prussia that the commander-in-chief
of her forces was at the same time the absolute ruler of
the country, and able to dispose of its resources as he
would. As such Frederick could run risks and endure
defeats that no responsible general could have dared to
incur, or have been able to surmount. Something, too,
must be allowed for the enthusiasm likely to be called
forth by the spectacle of a king leading his own armies
to the battle-field, enduring the same hardships, exposed
to the same dangers, as the meanest of his followers.
In addition to these resources there was the English
alliance; but for the first year of the war, at any rate,
The English tnere seemed little chance of Frederick's ob-
aiiiance. taining much help from England. Later on,
when Pitt was firmly established in power, she came
nobly forward; but at the opening of the campaign of
1757, it looked as if England was likely to lean on Prussia
rather than Prussia on England.
§ 4. English Affairs during the Winter, 1756-57.
During the autumn of 1756 the English Government
was too weak and distracted to be able to pay much heed
to the great war on which it had embarked. The news
of Byng's retreat from Port Mahon, and of the consequent

